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SUBSTRATE LOAD HANDLE HELPER

1. Abstract
When loading a wide substrate to a large format printer, the user should place first one
end of the substrate and then the other end, with the risk of getting unloaded the first
end threaded, because of the curling of the substrate itself. This problem can be an
annoying action every time the user needs to load a substrate into the printer.
Usually, in printers with wide supporting substrate, typically more than 64”, this activity
is performed by 2 users, each one at each end of the substrate.
This limitation can be overcome by using the proposed solution: Substrate Load
Handle Helper. This is a piece of plastic having one thick end, such as a wedge,
allocated on the substrate entry lateral plate. With this tool, the printer can hold one of
the substrate’s edges while the user can comfortably load the other side without
worrying about losing the edge already inserted.
It also avoids the substrate being crumpled due to the attempts to feed it substrate
through loading zone which may cause crashes with the printhead carriage due to a
skewed insertion through the printing zone generating paper jams and waste of
material.

2. Description
This solution consists of plastic tool that holds one of the substrate edges to allow the
user to adjust the other one and advance the material through the media input tray.
The main parts that compose this utility are:



A plastic part that can be placed along the substrate loading zone to align to
the substrate width.
A rubber wheel attached on it, which is designed to rotate only in the media
input direction. The wheel surface is rugged to apply the exact amount of friction
to retain the substrate and avoid damaging the medium surface.

The following picture shows how the Substrate Load Handle Helper looks like:
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Figure 1. Detail view

Figure 2 Media load use case - on printer assembly.
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The substrate loading process is as follows:
1. One of the substrate edges is introduced in the substrate loading zone.
2. Substrate Load Handle Helper is placed over that substrate edge to retain it.
3. The user moves to the opposite edge.
4. The substrate is pushed into the loading zone until is detected by printer and
continue the load workflow.
Some advantages of the solution are:





Low cost: due to the simple design, the manufacturing costs are low.
Reduced size: it solves a problem with the minimum size.
User experience: it makes user’s work easier and faster.
User money saver: it reduces the probabilities of wasting damaged substrate
from failed load attempts. It eliminates the need for a second operator to
perform a successful substrate load.
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